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ABSTRACT
Web data mining research efforts lead to user or group of
user’s satisfaction by providing accurate and relevant
information retrieval; by learning about user’s demands so
that services can target specific groups or even individual
users and by providing personalized service. Due to the
explosive growth of web content in the internet world in the
past few years, there is tremendous requirement and scope of
doing research in the category of e-commerce agents. Also
user requirements such as getting accurate information in a
prompt manner are not getting fulfilled as per their
expectations. This has motivated the researcher to pursue his
research in the field of web data mining through software
agents. This paper has highlighted the implementations of
software agents for e-commerce applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A software agent is a computer system, situated in some
environment that is capable of flexible autonomous action in
order to meet its design objectives. It is well suited for
developing e-commerce systems. The relationship between
agent and e-commerce can be found easily from agent's
characteristics. From the end-user perspective, an agent is a
program that assists people and acts on their behalf [1].
Agents often need to interact in order to achieve their
objectives or improve their performance. To negotiate
automatically, agents must share a cooperative mechanism
[2].
Software agents play the role of intelligent agents that
perform some group of tasks autonomously or with some
level of liberty. The tasks employed by the agents are
description of user’s goal or expectations. All the related
activities are pursued on behalf of a user or another program
[3]. Intelligent agents may be defined as computer program
that helps a user with routine computer tasks. Other names of
intelligent agent are Software Agents, Intelligent Software
Robots and Soft bots.
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experiments and measuring their effects on business goals.
Direct marketing, for example, can target particular groups,
and the results can be data mined for predictive behavior
modeling of consumers [12].
Though the existing data mining systems have advantages of
their own, yet they are not so perfect enough concerning the
intelligence aspect, and still need to be perfected. The agents
play high quality intelligence role in the field of web data
mining. The combination of the agent and data mining
systems can realize the whole intellectuality of mining process
[13].
Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a system composed of many
agents, and generally these agents exchange information
through network infrastructure. In MAS, the ability of an
individual agent is limited, but multi-agent system can finish a
lot of complicated tasks through cooperation [14]. MAS can
improve enterprises capability to mine customer's information
effectively, which can basically helps in saving time and
energy.
Negotiation can be defined as “mechanisms that allow a
recursive interaction between a principal and a respondent in
the resolution of a good deal” [15]. Automated negotiation is
a key issue for e-commerce because it provides the de-facto
means of interaction between stakeholders with different aims
and objectives. To improve the efficiency of the software
system, an application should be developed with latest tools
and techniques along with standard parameters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the
subsequent Section 2, the Problem Description has been
highlighted. In Section 3, Negotiation System for Ecommerce has been discussed and Conclusions are given in
Section 4.

Various software agents have been developed that search for
interesting information using the domain characteristics and
user profiles. Agents such as Harvest [4], FAQ-Finder [5],
Information Manifold [6] and Parasite [7] depends either on
pre-requisite information of domain or on coded design to
extract and interpret documents. Other agent such as ShopBot
[8] regains product knowledge from range of vendor sites
using only overall information about the scope of the product.
Information categorization is another agent based approach.
Several software agents via information extraction techniques
and hierarchical clustering techniques provide filter and
categorical information [9, 10, 11].

Figure 1: Taxonomy Tree to classify Autonomous
Agents

An important advantage of e-commerce data mining or web
data mining is the possibility of conducting controlled
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use of traditional search engine to search the Web in
general).

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Many researchers have provided different techniques for web
data mining, such as:


R. Cooley et al. highlighted WEBMINER system [16]
which works on SQL-like query mechanism for
extracting the discovered knowledge. However, the
expressiveness of this language is restricted by the input
parameters acceptable by the miner (Current miners do
not support generic specifications on the structure of
patterns to be discovered e.g. page revisit, cycles etc.)



Sandeep Neli et al. [17] proposed automated data mining
using Perl script from web servers. The proposed search
tool prepared on the platform of Perl / CGI script.



Liren Chen et al. [18] proposed WebMate, a personal
software agent for browsing and searching.



Robert Armstrong et al. [19] presented the design and
implementation of an agent called WebWatcher that is
intended to assist users both by interactively advising
them as they traverse web links in search of information,
and by searching autonomously on their behalf.



Henry Liberman [20, 21] introduced an agent Letizia that
tracks the user’s browsing behavior and tries to anticipate
what items may be of interest to the user.



Henry Liberman et al. [22] proposed reconnaissance
agents with two examples: Letizia and Powerscout. The
main deifference is Letizia uses local reconnaissance
(searching the neighborhood of current page), while
Powerscout uses global reconnaissance (making



WebSIFT (Website Information Filter) [23] is designed
to perform web usage mining from server logs. The
preprocessing algorithms include identifying users,
server sessions, and identifying cached page references
through the use of the referrer field. It identifies
interesting information and frequent item sets from
mining usage data.



Most of the web log analyzer tools are used for pattern
discovery and patter analysis. Using various web
analyzer tools, it is possible to detect the number of
accesses to the server and URL of users. Such tools
provide knowledge about number of hits, files, page
visited. However such tools are having certain criticism.
For instance, Webalizer [24] which is one of the popular
web log analyzer tool but it is having one major
limitation. It cannot differentiate between the human user
visit and robot visit.

3. NEGOTIATION SYSTEM FOR ECOMMERCE
WEBMINTEL system is a collection of various agents. MultiAgent system (MAS) is a powerful paradigm in now a day’s
distributed systems. In multi-agent environments, agents often
need to interact in order to achieve their objectives or improve
their performance. If agents are to negotiate automatically
with one another they must share a negotiation mechanism
[25]. The involvement of various software agents
collaboratively achieves the goal of negotiation for ecommerce activities.

Figure 2: Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System
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Negotiation agent dispatches the information related to
negotiation via internet. Besides this it analyze offer in three
different ways, namely, Reject, Accept or Add to cart. If it is
Reject, then no further result or information will be delivered
whereas if it is Accept, then decision or result in the form of
an information will be stored in History Record. The History
Record is finally stored in the related database as shown in
figure 2. In this paper we will include some of the JSP
modules which will be used to accomplish the above said
tasks. A segment of negotiation_agent.jsp is as follow:
<title>JSP Page</title>
</head>
<style>
#cart{
font-size: medium;
width: 100%;
}
#cart, #cart th, #cart td{
border: 1px solid black;
border-collapse: collapse;
text-align: center;
}
</style>
<script type="text/javascript">
function quantityCheck(){
var total_items =
document.getElementsByClassName("sub_total").length;
var ye=0;
var check=0;
var
q=document.getElementsByClassName("quantity");
var
price=document.getElementsByClassName("price");
var
sub_total=document.getElementsByClassName("sub_total");
var
discount=document.getElementsByClassName("discount");
for(count=0;count<total_items;count++)
{
var quant = q[count].value;
var pr = price[count].innerHTML;
var parsed = parseInt(pr);
var disc=discount[count].innerHTML;
var dis=parseInt(disc);
var fprice=(parsed-(dis*parsed/100));
check = (fprice*quant);
sub_total[count].innerHTML= check;
ye = ye+check;
}
var final = document.getElementById("total");
final.innerHTML=ye;
}
</script>
<body onload="quantityCheck()">
<%@include file="header_file.jsp" %>
<%
String action=request.getParameter("action");
if(action.equals("buy")){
%>
<h1 style="margin-left: 40%">Your Order</h1>
<table id="cart" cellspacing="10px">
<tr height="60" >
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Product Name</th>

<th>Category</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Sub Total</th>
</tr>
<%
int i=1;
String pname =
request.getParameter("pname");
ArrayList<product> list =
Resource_Agent.getItemByName(pname);
double total=0;
for(product p : list){
%>
<tr>
<td align="center"><%= i%></td>
<td align="center"><%= p.getPname()
%></td>
<td align="center"><%= p.getCategory()
%></td>
<td align="center" class="price"><%=
p.getPrice()%></td>
<td align="center" class="discount"><%=
p.getDiscount()%> </td>
<td align="center"><input type="number"
value="1" class="quantity" style="width: 50px"
onchange="quantityCheck()"></td>
<% int sub = p.getPrice()(p.getDiscount()*p.getPrice()/100);
%>
<td align="center"
class="sub_total"><%=sub%></td>
</tr>
<%
HttpSession sess = request.getSession();
sess.setAttribute("sub", sub);
}
}%>
<tr>
<td colspan="5" align="right" ><h3>Total :
&nbsp;&nbsp;</h3></td>
<td colspan="2" align="left" id="total"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<p style="text-align: right;">
<br>
<% HttpSession sess = request.getSession();
%>
<a href="interface_agent.jsp" class="linkstyle">Continue Shopping</a>
<a href="decisionresult_agent.jsp?action=checkout&price=<%=sess.getAttribut
e("sub")%>" class="link-style">Proceed To Checkout</a>
<br>
</p>
<%@include file="footer_file.jsp" %>
</body>
</html>

4. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system i.e. WEBMINTEL is an associated multi
agent system in which an agent has the feasibility to select
three negotiation offers: reject, accept or add to cart, and also
to evaluate the cases using the knowledge base. A framework
of automated negotiation WEBMINTEL system based on
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negotiation profiles have been developed through JSP and
JDBC for e-commerce. This approach seems to be intelligent
due to the usage of latest tools and methodologies. The
outcome of proposed system is positive and efficient in
comparison to the outdated directions which had been
followed by many researchers in the past such as Perl and
SQL like query mechanism. The prospective work is to make
the web data mining system more efficient and intelligent. A
future research direction is to investigate an alternative
approach to update the proposed system. This may be done
using genetic algorithms.
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